CONNECT-THE-DOTS

Oh no! Mouse looks worried!
Connect-the-dots below to find out why.
COLORING PAGE

YUM! Apples are delicious and GOOD NEWS, indeed! Color the picture below.
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GOOD NEWS BAD NEWS MATCHING GAME

Rabbit always has GOOD NEWS, and poor Mouse always has BAD NEWS!

Ask an adult to help you cut out the squares below. Find a friend to play the matching game with; choose who will be Mouse and look for BAD NEWS and who will be Rabbit and look for GOOD NEWS. Turn the squares face down on a table or the floor. Take turns flipping over two squares at a time. To win, be the first to match the words GOOD NEWS or BAD NEWS with all the pictures that represent your chosen phrase.
MAZE

Can you help Mouse avoid the BAD NEWS and get to Rabbit safely so they can share a yummy picnic?